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Available online 9 June 2012Some 15 years ago, Gane (now Dr. Gane Ka-Shu Wong,
Professor and iCORE Chair in Biosystems Informatics,
University of Alberta, Canada) and I were staring at a
set of plots and scratching our heads, wondering why there
was a negative GC-content gradient when we aligned
human transcripts from 50 to 30 to the genome. Until we
had published several papers on other more interesting
issues based on analyses of human genome sequences and
variations [1–3] and found the same phenomenon from
the rice genes a few years later [4,5], had we realized the
importance of this nearly universal feature albeit variable
from bacteria to human [6]. Thinking along the line, we
also did another exploratory experiment at University of
Washington, taking the advantage of the Environmental
Genome Project supported by NIH’s National Institute
of Environmental Health Sciences, to re-sequence a couple
hundred genes, of course including some interesting
introns, especially those that are small in size (a median
of 78 bp; also called minimal intron). The eﬀort led to a
realization of natural selection on functional sequence ele-
ments [7] in addition to just protein-coding sequences that
can be evaluated with diﬀerent methods [8–10].
However, there were two pieces of the puzzles for
which we did not have explanations at the time. One
was the relatedness of GC content to indels found in
the minimal introns (Figure 1; see the ﬁgure legend for
more details) and the other was the GC gradient at the
30-end, albeit weaker as compared to that of the 50
end. Thanks to several of my hard working graduate stu-
dents, as Gane and I joked some decade ago—let us
leave these enchanting projects to our future graduate
students—when we were limited by manpower for new
initiatives. We are now getting very close to
understanding both [6,11–17]. The two examples are just1672-0229/$ - see front matter  2012 Beijing Institute of Genomics, Chinese A
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regulation that leaves sequence signatures in the genome
sequence in the context of populations and lineages.
The challenges are multifold and we can only discuss
a few examples here. First, the far biggest challenge is
how to evaluate transcript-centric mutations that usually
behave diﬀerently among species and lineages, such as
GC-rich (vertebrates and grasses) and GC-poor (most
unicellular organisms) genomes [4,15]. Transcripts can
be deﬁned as the sole component of the gene-space and
contain both protein-coding exons and non-coding
introns; they comprise either the greater majority (over
90%) in animal genomes or variable fractions in plant
genomes (from 50% in the rice genome and less than
10% in the wheat or barley genomes). The signature at
the nucleotide composition level for transcript-centric
mutations often exhibits as a GC-content gradient that
shows uneven mutation rates along the length of
transcripts as opposed to replication-centric mutations
that are relatively evenly distributed over the entire gen-
ome [6,15]. Second, at the gene structural level, an opti-
mal size for the minimal intron is another example, and
only one type of the variations, short indels, are sensitive
to natural selection [7,11]. Third, at the gene organiza-
tion level, we know that most of vertebrate genes are
in fact organized as clusters rather than distributed sto-
chastically [13,18,19]. Some may form tighter clusters
and other may break out easily over time in diﬀerent lin-
eages. And a signiﬁcant fraction of them may be
regulated in some unique ways, such as in circadian
rhythms. Fourth, regardless of what is the fraction of
the protein-coding sequences in a given genome, the rest
is left alone without legitimate and systematic ways to be
evaluated within a neo-Darwinian framework. And this
signiﬁcant rest is often over 98% of the mammalian
genomes and 90–99% of the plant genomes. Thousands
of transcripts, not encoding proteins, arise from it [20];cademy of Sciences and Genetics Society of China. Published by Elsevier
Figure 1 Insertion-deletion (indel) relative to the major allele as a function
of GC content
For a total of 12 (10 rare alleles and 2 common alleles; for more details
please see reference 7) indels, the partition of insertions (above the
horizontal dashed line) and deletions (below the horizontal dashed line) into
GC-rich and GC-poor minimal introns is almost absolute other than a
single exception (red; the major allele is a deletion rather than an insertion).
The rule that GC-rich and GC-poor minimal introns tend to have more
insertions and more deletions, respectively, is by and large correct for
human minimal introns [9].
Box 1 The common dogma
The common dogma refers to a set of doctrines (or prin-
ciples) that most scientists actually believe based on
incomplete data, often followed by over-interpretations,
which may not be all correct—as it may turn out in the
future science—and some are certainly wrong even when
the believers are actively defending it.
I used it as a rather negative sense here even though
the scientiﬁc prophet Francis Crick used it in a positive
sense ﬁrst but it was still rejected by and large because of
the discovery of the RNA world albeit himself being part
of it [23].
In his autobiography, What Mad Pursuit, Francis
Crick wrote about his choice of the word dogma [24]:
“I called this idea the central dogma, for two reasons,
I suspect. I had already used the obvious word hypoth-
esis in the sequence hypothesis, and in addition I wanted
to suggest that this new assumption was more central
and more powerful. ... As it turned out, the use of the
word dogma caused almost more trouble than it was
worth.... Many years later Jacques Monod pointed out
to me that I did not appear to understand the correct
use of the word dogma, which is a belief that cannot
be doubted. I did apprehend this in a vague sort of
way but since I thought that all religious beliefs were
without foundation, I used the word the way I myself
thought about it, not as most of the world does, and
simply applied it to a grand hypothesis that, however
plausible, had little direct experimental support.”
56 Genomics Proteomics Bioinformatics 10 (2012) 55–57large number of uncharacterized chromosomal sequence
elements are “hidden treasures” for further exploitations
[21,22]; and most of all, the historic relics of all genomes
are buried in it.
On the one hand, if long-term natural selection is con-
stantly ﬁxing everything that includes beneﬁcial and weakly
deleterious mutations to a genome, the genome sequence
and its variations carried by a population of the species
must have been leaving some kinds of recognizable
sequence signatures to be scrutinized as we are armed with
powerful and eﬃcient sequencing tools. On the other hand,
the more the sequences are functional, the more obvious
the sequence signatures should be. Therefore, we have at
least two goals here: one is to identify the potentially func-
tional sequence elements and the other is to recognize the
sequence signatures as well as the beneﬁcial and weakly
deleterious variations for the assessment of their functional
implications or molecular mechanisms within or among
organisms and lineages.
There is one complication for us to think deeply—we
need to be able to predict the nature of the variations in
a signature. It may be protein-coding or non-coding; it
must function as genetic or epigenetic alleles at a minimum;
and the nature of such ascertainments is certainly data-
intensive and statistical. Therefore, we can think of two
“tracks”, where exon and intron sequences, transcribed
and non-transcribed genome segments, informational and
operational RNAs, genetic and epigenetic mechanisms, or
Darwinian and Lamarckian interpretations are all distin-
guished. Although there are certainly overlaps in terms of
mechanisms between the two tracks, we can at least use
the narrower deﬁnitions ﬁrst. Of course, what in the infor-
mational track has been well studied and regarded as thecommon dogma. However, what in the operational track
is apparently not yet formulated let alone fully exploited.
To deﬁne the operational track, we need to employ a
framework; it does not have to be Lamarckian in the classic
sense but has to be non-genetic or epigenetic. We are not
entombing older dogma but seeking new thoughts and
new lines of evidence to solve our yet more puzzling biol-
ogy and its many unsolved mysteries. We need new para-
digms and new concepts more than ever. In a way, we
are actually going to make links between the Darwinian
and the Lamarckian frameworks at molecular level while
we are making distinctions between the two. For instance,
we need to think about how genetic defects or beneﬁts of a
molecular mechanism, such as splicing (especially that for
the spliceosomal introns, which seems to be abandoned
and altered many times to diﬀerent extents in the history
of genome evolution), which are not measurable by any
molecular clock types of methodology, are ascertained.
Nevertheless, we have to move ahead and jump over theo-
retical hurdles.References
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